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been "elevated" to Santa Claus' number-one helper is accused of swindling nearly $100,000 worth of
Christmas gifts from her workplace before turning on her employer and her new friends. LaShawna
Stichter, 31, of Edison, began working in the No. 1 position in the Newark Division of the U.S. Postal
Service in August 2014, according to a complaint filed Monday in federal court in Newark. She was

hired to help out on the office's mail-carrier route, but was terminated in December 2016 after
allegedly telling co-workers that she was "the new Santa Claus," according to the complaint. In

February, she allegedly started skimming on the job, pretending to be a phantom helper when she
actually was, until she could steal up to $900 in cash a month, which she would deposit in her bank

account, according to the complaint. She also allegedly made a deal to befriend the family of a friend
who lived in the same Newark housing complex where she and her boyfriend live, stealing $600
worth of Christmas gifts from them, the complaint alleges. "Stichter has been elevated to Santa

Claus' number one helper and now occupies that position in the office," the complaint states.
"Stichter has become so close to the family that she has begun to virtually live in their home. "The

family and Stichter have been friends for the past two years and have attended each other's
birthday celebrations, family events and holidays together," the complaint alleges. "Stichter even
posed in photos with the family members and posted them on social media. Stichter is so close to

the family that she now serves as the family babysitter, driving them to school, taking them to
doctors' appointments
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12:12 AM CDT Report: Browns intend to talk to Manziel, Bortles during draft process Cleveland
Browns Mike Florio of NBC Sports and ESPN's Mike McQuade are reporting that the Browns will

interview both Sam Darnold and Josh Rosen of USC, as well as Josh Allen of Wyoming, during the
draft process. They also intend to talk to Johnny Manziel and Teddy Bridgewater at length during the

weekend. The Browns are on the clock for the fourth round of the draft with the No. 98 pick. They
also pick at No. 172 in the fifth round and at No. 207 in the sixth.While the infection with human

immunodeficiency virus (HIV) has been successfully treated by highly active anti-retroviral therapy
(HAART), AIDS related complications continue to occur as a result of the damage to the immune

system. Understanding the impact of HIV infection on stem cell proliferation and differentiation may
provide insight into novel therapies to prevent or reverse the effects of HIV infection. The innate
immune system, and toll like receptors (TLRs) in particular, recognize microbial pathogens and

modulate the activation and differentiation of dendritic cells (DCs) which are critical for the
generation of an effective T cell immune response against viruses. Using a murine model of HIV

infection, we have previously shown that TLRs are involved in DC maturation and function, and that
TLR3 activation enhances the ability of DCs to induce Th1 responses and to regulate HIV replication.
Through these observations, we postulate that the TLRs regulate DC maturation and function in HIV
infected individuals. This is the basis for this application. DCs and TLR signaling defects have been

proposed as potential mechanisms of AIDS-related immune dysfunction, but little is known about the
relationship of HIV infection and TLR signaling. Our hypothesis is that the TLR signaling pathway in
DCs will be impaired during HIV infection. This hypothesis will be addressed through the following
specific aims: 1) To examine the effect of HIV infection on DC-TLR signaling pathways, and 2) To

identify the mechanisms by which HIV infects DCs and the consequences of the disruption of DC-TLR
signaling during HIV infection. This proposal will yield a novel understanding of the
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